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9:46 PM

A strange thing has happened; Ava played a trick on me and Ariana Grande; to which was the introduction of an 'err' to caution with Ariana; and 
to her trust; to develop either way; that what was granted could be annulled priorly it's privilege; and that notice could beneficiarially be entrusted 
to either then held woman; to my love.

11:25 PM

But Ariana was sleeping; to my assurrence; and it was then noticed a moment later in the news that she had surpassed that of an 'affinitive;' of the 
'super-innate' capacity of the mind and the 'innate' capacity; to which was to keeping of her life in that of the prior arrangement; to which was a 
peer to appellate of her appeal to that of freedom from that of the capacity to assurance of volition of creative artistry; to the devotion of a life with
me.

It was noted that Obama entrusted a direction in that of then knowing of the appeal to forebearance of an approach to awarding me of the 
Ooccure heart; and to which in noticier of teirdom gave me reprieve to the kind assurance of nature to her privelege to exist; to the definite attitude
that life does remain; for if I were asked; does an element of what suggestively incorporate a fact once lead to a deficit; does it's replacement remain 
assurred to what agreeably is a forementionable difference to two; when proposed this way; or does only (alone) a simple affirmative suggest that of
life for life?  With the suppliance to note had it not been reconsidered; no.

To which it is is the direction of fact that life continues with Ariana; and from the knowability to the known with me that she is surviving; that of 
what beneficiarialy entrusts that of the diplomacy under a confirmative that she had rightly succeeded at that of what was the entrustment of 
another man's word; myself too; and within addition technological suppliance of right; to be made today on the midpart of a day; without the 
reflection of that of departure to sight, hearing, touch, taste, or observed alternatively; for the case is a solid point; on that of the relation of a 
certain truth; facts precede their revelation; to which it is known she lives.

August 24th; 2019

4:13 AM

To what is a promissory; to it's declarative valuation of truth; the produce of it's substance of a lawful and oriented declarative valuation; may only 
proceed from that of a given; to that which is then a provided and established fact; of which; inclusively upon an orientable statement of worded 
pre-text; is the appelate to it's designated relation of an associate.  Therefore; for the pre-text of which is that one Ariana Grande; had 
immomentarialy hesitated; but new of a simplicial return on that of a predicated factual case structure; it holds that in ordinace for her to but not 
yet fall victim to a ploy of it's relation of false acquittal; or more forementionably; the declared guilt of it's established precept; it is a known; that 
when she was of forenotice to a beneficiary entrusted to it's established notion; the given accord is in her determination of willing due to recourse 
of law.  Hence the fundamental precept of it's notion; is that as she was in accompaniment by what is a man of law; or a woman alike; therein; it is 
preclustivite of what would be unwarranted of the naturalized laws of this world for her to have not been living at this time; to which in appeal; it 
is alone; and a given; that knowable she would hold the capacity to forthrightness in the declaration of it's appeal; that there is and can be no 
exception that of what is held in the former of a justified approach to law; proclaimatively she is only alone known living.  To which in appeal; it is 
unreified that a justified alternative co-exist or knowably therefore of the alternative be; that of what forementionable is taken to declaration; does 
not but eliminate the pre-text that she so is terminally ended as to a situational declaration of living status; to hold in one that of life to pre-exist is 
qualitated; this to which therefore eliminates the former declaration of what at oddity is a status of death.

September 4th; 2019

8:12 PM

For then in what is situational; there is a departure from the consideration of notational; that of what in a then written symbolism establishes as 
it's precept; the underlying connotative difference of accrual and then actual.

Hence; it is true that I wrote of Ariana Grande living; and surviving a collapse; however she has; then as of my abeyance to patience in a virtuous 
difference so recovered; to what is the uncorruptability of a lesson learned; and a presentment of difference to a notational system; of which 
symbol is subsidiary to indication of factual relation; the divining principle to which predicated on 'recoverability;' the both of the inward reflexive 
notion at a message read; and the mastery of it's interperability at that of operational logical heirarchies stands as then evidence of a factual passage 
of history; and to which although displaced; everything conveyed by that of then a communicative departure is freely established as a 'held;' to the 
foundation of all naturalized precepts of law of all known worlds.


